INTRODUCTION
·This is the third paper in a series l ,.2 aimed at predicting the symm~try of the ground state of BeO from· theoretical calculations including consideration / of electron correlation.3~4 Previous papers l ,2 have treated the lr+, 3 r +, and 3r -states.
The long-standing interest in the undetermined symmetries of the ground states of'BeO, MgO, and CaO is a matter of record.. 5 Correlation is treated through use of an approximate first-order wave function. The true first-order wave funetion is compQsed of (i) all "degeneracy effect" configurations, i.e. all .arrangements of the electrons within the valence orbitals; and (ii) all single excitations thereof. Since correlation among the inner electrons is presumed to be structure-independent, such correlation is expected to be immaterial in the calculation of bonding behavior etc " and the the correlation in the same CI wave function may be described with fewer configurations. In the case of a full,CI calculation, a CI calculation following the density matrix diagonalization will yield exactly the same wave function (since a rotation among the orbitals does not alter the space spanned by all configUrations constructed from those orbitals), but will describe it with fewer important configurations than did the first CI. In other words, a few configurations will be greatly improved in their description of the wave function.
In the case of a partial CI, one might expect that such an improvement among a few important configurations could actually result in a better wave function. And indeed, it generally results that the second CI energy is substantia.lly lower than the first, and a third lower than the second, and thus natural-orbital iterations are continued until the downward trend in the CI energies comes to an end.
This end can come about in either of two ways: sometimes the successive improvements in the CI energy become progressively smaller and fall below some threshold,whereupon the natural orbital' iterations are stopped; or so;metimes a CI energy higher than the previous energy appears, indicating the onset of a period of meanderings toward higher energies, and NO iterations are, again, 
RESULTS
The energies calcuiated are tabulated in Table II . Figure 1 shows A simpje program which fi taa fifth-degree polynomial to the tabulated pot ellt ial curves calculat·ed the spectroscopic constants shown in Tables III and   IV . Since the 3n state has never been obserV'ed,the corresponding constants for the n state are provided forcompariaon. Huo etal. found the potential curves for the 3n and In states--in the SCF approximation--to be nearly parallel, suggesting that the 3n and In vibrational and rotational constants would be similar. -7-
LBL-2l4
The nature of this description,of the correlation energy of 3n BeO is best seen from tabulations of the coefficients of important configurations in the approximate first-order wave function (Table V) and the occupation numbers of the imporlantorbi tals (Table VI) . The coefficient of 'the 3 n reference configuration, 0.985, is considerably closer to unity than the corresponding coefficient for the l~+ state (0.973), consistent with the notion that correlation energy is more important in the l~+ state. The most important excitation is l1T2 -+-21T 2 , as i~ was both for l~+ and for 3~+, followed closely in this case by 40 l1T -+-61T 21T, which may correspond to ,the second-most-important 4cr l1T -+-50,21T
1 + in the case of ~"
Also indicative of the smaller role of correlation in the 3n state are the occupation numbers, which are uniformly closer to their singleconfiguration limits than in the l~+ state. The 21T and 60 orbitals are seen to describe the greatest part of the correlation.
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